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BLUF – Bottom Line Up Front

• Climate change is a threat multiplier for 
instability in some of the most volatile regionsinstability in some of the most volatile regions 
of the world

• Projected climate change will add to tensions• Projected climate change will add to tensions
even in stable regions of the world

• Projected climate change poses a 
serious threat to America’s national security

• Climate change, national security, and 
energy dependence are a related set of 
l b l h ll

National Security 
and the Threat of 
Climate Change global challenges   
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Climate Change 
(2007)



IPCC (International Panel on Climate Change)

Most recent report confirmed thatMost recent report confirmed that

The atmosphere & oceans have warmed

The amounts of snow & ice have diminished

Sea levels have risenSea levels have risen

Concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased

Oceans are becoming more acidic



Military Approach

We never have 100% certainty.

If you wait until you have 100% certainty, 
something bad is going to happen 

on the battlefield.  

That’s something we knowThat s something we know.

— General Gordon Sullivan USA (Ret)— General Gordon Sullivan, USA (Ret)



Challenges of Our Time

Population growth

• 50% growth in next 30 years

• Nearly all in developing nations

Climate Changeg

• 2-4 degrees over this century

• Exceeds rate of change for last 10K yearsg y

• Not uniform across globe

• Arctic and high latitudes change more



Climate Change – Global Impact
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…but 8K Years of Stability



Future Sea Level Rise

IPCC WGI 5 27 Sept 
2013



Global Ocean Heat Content
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Glacier Melting Causes Sea Level Rise

Pederson Glacier Alaska 1917 Alaska 2005
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Glacier Melting Causes Sea Level Rise

Columbia Glacier  Alaska   2006 Alaska 2012
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Photographs by James Balog and Matthew Kennedy with Extreme Ice Survey



Greenland Ice Sheet
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Sea Level Rise - Impact on South East 
U.S.

14University of Arizona



Sea Level Change and Migration

Socio-economic and 
political conditions

Bangladesh

political conditions
150-170 million people, 
eighth most populous
One of most densely 
populated countries
GDP drivers are service andGDP drivers are service and 
agriculture
“Among Bangladesh’s most 
significant obstacles to g
growth are poor governance 
and weak public 
institutions.” World Bank 
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Sea Level and Mekong Delta
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Sea Level, Egypt and the Nile Delta
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Sea Level and Low Lying Islands
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Global Drought
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Regional Drought Impacts

Texas 2011

20China 2011



Future Water Scarcity
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Global Extreme Weather
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Sea Level and Storm Surge

Contribution to NYC Storm SurgeContribution to NYC Storm Surge

Kemp & Horton, J. Quaternary Sci, 2013



Regional Impacts: Africa

Climate change will facilitate:
• weakened governance
• economic collapse
• human migrations
• potential conflicts

Stability operations and y p
humanitarian missions
could increase
for the U Sfor the U.S.
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Regional Impacts: Europe

Europe will be focused on its own borders. There is 
potential for fracturing some very strong alliances 

i ti l k f based on migrations and the lack of 
control over borders.

—ADM Pilling



Regional Impacts: Middle East

Water security will be 
threatened –
two-thirds of the Arab 
world already depends 
on water sources 
external to their borders Loss of food and water security 

will increase pressure to 
i t  b demigrate across borders



Regional Impacts: Asia

Almost 40 percent of Asia’s Almost 40 percent of Asia s 

4 billion people live within 
45 miles of the coast

Inundation of coastal areas, with loss of 
settled areas and agricultural landsettled areas and agricultural land

Threats to water, and spread of 
infectious disease will stress the regioninfectious disease will stress the region



PACOM: 
Climate Change is Biggest Long Term Concern

“Significant upheaval related to the 
warming planet is probably the g p p y
most likely thing that is going to 
happen . . . that will cripple the 
security environment, probably 
more likely than the other 
scenarios we all often talk about”

Navy Admiral Samuel J. Locklear III
Commander US Forces Pacific

scenarios we all often talk about”

“If it goes bad, you could have hundreds of thousands 
or millions of people displaced and then security will 
start to crumble pretty quickly."
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What Does this Mean for San Antonio
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MAB 2007 Recommendations

Fully integrate climate change into national 
security and national defense strategies.y g

Commit to a stronger international role to help 
stabilize climate change to avoid disruption to 
security and stability.y y

Commit to global partnerships that help less developed nations build the      
capacity and resiliency to better manage climate impacts.

DoD should enhance its operational capability by improving business 
processes, energy efficiency, and innovative technologies to improve U.S. 
combat power.

D D h ld d f U S ili i ll i ld idDoD should conduct assessment of U.S. military installations worldwide 
for  rising sea levels, extreme weather events, and projected climate   
change.

2014 Report Update in progress



President Obama, 2013 Inaugural Address

• “We…still believe that our 
obligations are not just toobligations … are not just to 
ourselves, but to all 
posterity We will respondposterity. We will respond 
to the threat of climate 
change knowing that thechange, knowing that the 
failure to do so would 
betray our children andbetray our children and 
future generations. ”

President Obama, Jan 2013
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QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?



3.7M people within 1m of high tide

Benjamin H Strauss et al 2012 Environ. Res. 
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Discussion
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Hurst Creek of Lake Travis, TX


